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Picking the All-Star reserves 

By: Kevin Pelton 

After the starting lineups for the 2015 NBA All-Star Game were revealed last week based on the results 

of fan voting, head coaches will submit their choices this week for reserves in each conference.  

They're asked to vote for two backcourt players, three frontcourt players and two wild-card spots from 

any position. Following those rules and utilizing advanced stats, including my wins above replacement 

player (WARP) metric and ESPN's real plus-minus (RPM), here are my choices for All-Star reserves. 

 

East backcourt 

Jimmy Butler | Chicago Bulls  

Jeff Teague | Atlanta Hawks 

Despite a recent slump, Butler has established himself as one of the league's top 10 to 15 players this 

season, unexpectedly developing into a go-to scorer with the ability to create his own shot. The 

additional offensive burden, in combination with his heavy minutes load, has taken a bit of a toll on his 

defense. Still, value systems reward him for durability, and he ranks eighth in the league in WARP. 

Teague is aptly described as the engine behind the Hawks' rise to the top of the Eastern Conference. 

He's unquestionably one of the conference's three best point guards and a deserving first-time All-Star. 

East frontcourt 

Al Horford | Atlanta Hawks  

Kevin Love | Cleveland Cavaliers  

Paul Millsap | Atlanta Hawks 

Two more Hawks get the nod in the frontcourt. Millsap is the easiest pick, having repeated last season's 

performance that earned him his first trip to the All-Star Game. Horford hasn't played quite as well, in 

part because he had to shake off the rust early in the season, but no East frontcourt player outperforms 

him at both ends. 

Love has been maligned all season for his poor defense and difficulty fitting in with the Cavaliers. Yet he 

is still tops among East frontcourt players in WARP, and it's harder than you might think to find evidence 

that Love is the biggest problem with the Cleveland defense. Per NBA.com/Stats, the Cavaliers allow 

fewer points per possession with Love on the court than any of their other big men. 

East wild cards 



Kyle Korver | Atlanta Hawks  

Kyrie Irving | Cleveland Cavaliers 

RPM actually rates Korver just behind Millsap as the Hawks' second-best player, and one of the 10 most 

valuable in the league. He's on pace for an unprecedented 50-50-90 season (FG%-3FG%-FT%), and those 

stats don't tell the full story of how Korver's gravity creates space for his teammates. He's an underrated 

defender and he deserves to be Atlanta's fourth All-Star this season. 

The last spot in the East could go to any of a handful of point guards (Kemba Walker,Brandon 

Knight and Brandon Jennings pre-Achilles injury were all in the mix); either of Miami's aging stars (Chris 

Bosh and Dwyane Wade); or to box-score-stuffing big men with defensive limitations (Andre 

Drummond and Nikola Vucevic). Ultimately, I gave the nod to Irving, who's been as effective as the other 

score-first point guards and is likely to play better during the second half. 

 


